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                  We are Montgomeryshire’s leading wildlife conservation charity. Working in partnership with 45 other Wildlife Trusts across the UK, we aim to create an environment rich in wildlife for everyone.
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        Nora, Dyfi female osprey defending her nest from intruding osprey © MWT/Emyr Evans


    





  

                  Montgomeryshire Wildlife Trust has been working to protect the wildlife and wild places where you live for over 40 years.
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                  Montgomeryshire’s wildlife needs our help – and we can’t do it without you!
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        Pearl-bordered Fritillary butterfly in close up © MWT/Tammy Stretton


    





  

                  Montgomeryshire’s varied landscape still holds a wide range of habitats supporting a great diversity of species. Discover more here!...
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        Cottongrass flowering at Glaslyn Nature Reserve in June


    





  

                  Discover more about our 18 nature reserves, across Montgomeryshire
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        Hazel Dormouse in hand © MWT/Tammy Stretton


    





  

                  Montgomeryshire’s wildlife needs our help – and we can’t do it without you!
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        Due to the devastating effects of Dutch elm disease in the 20th century, the English elm is rarely found as large tree, but is more common as a shrub along hedgerows, or sometimes in woodlands.…
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        The English oak is, perhaps, our most iconic tree: the one that almost every child and adult alike could draw the lobed leaf of, or describe the acorn fruits of. A widespread tree, it is prized…
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        We aim to achieve a Wales richer in wildlife, where habitats and landscapes capture more greenhouse gases and where young people (aged 9-24) influence their peers and communities to take positive action to tackle climate change.
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        The Stand for Nature Wales project is aimed at engaging and empowering 9-24 year olds with the nature and climate crisis. As part of the project we ran the first ever Wildlife and Climate Camp…
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            Ambitious new Welsh-English project to restore nature and boost rural prosperity across unique Marches region

        

        

    
    
        Today a group of Wildlife Trusts launch Wilder Marches – a ground-breaking nature recovery project across two countries, four counties and three major river catchments. Montgomeryshire,…
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            Public consultation offers a new opportunity to reform farming in Wales

        

        

    
    
        The Welsh Government has launched a consultation on new farm payments called the Sustainable Farming Scheme (SFS). This offers the public a rare opportunity to have a say in the future of Welsh food, nature and the countryside.
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        The Sessile oak is so-called because its acorns are not held on stalks like those of the familiar English oak. It can be found in woodlands mainly in the north and west of the UK.
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        Susan’s passion is her herd of English longhorn cattle. She believes in teaching our youngsters about the value of organic farming for quality food and for the environment.
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            Top 10 issues for The Wildlife Trusts in Wales and nature's recovery in 2023

        

        

    
    
        In 2023, The Wildlife Trusts will call on the Welsh Government to ensure that nature is able to recover by...
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